
1. It’s not being trans, but the titular character of a Brooke Valley comic where she feels self-conscious 

and does the “        ” also has this characteristic, which deviates from standard depictions of her. It’s 

not a scar, but Hester Shaw is the only main character in her story that has this feature, including on 

her Funko Pop. When (*) Kitana and Mileena are depicted with this feature, they are indistinguishable 

from each other aside from their color coding. It’s not his goggles, but the Winter Soldier looks hotter 

than his actor, Sebastian Stan, due to this feature. Although I don’t consider him to be hot, this non-hair 

color feature makes Kakashi Hataki unique among most of the main characters of Naruto. Aside from 

Cypher, who has a not-hot variation on this feature, Viper is the only Valorant agent with this feature. 

For 10 points, basically everyone during COVID wore what “garment” that made them look significantly 

more attractive, regardless of their appearance? 

ANSWER: Face masks [accept any indication of wearing the mask as well; I specifically want a half face 

mask that covers the mouth and nose, but that’s too hard to clue. Maybe bonus 5 points if they specify 

it] Submitted by: Hugo 

 

2. This content creator recently came out with merchandise featuring the phrases “the power of 

friendship refreshes the soul” and “POSITIVITY” alongside photos of their friends. Though not 

primarily known for their musical content, they have performed several short songs on their YouTube 

channel including “diss track for paige” for a friend’s birthday and “Hot Dawg” for the video “hot dog 

day at my school.” That school is [] Rutgers University. This YouTuber is best known for his equally 

heartwarming and confusing shenanigans which frequently feature friends Janice, Enzo, Kieran, Hanbon 

(HAN-bawn), and more. For ten points, name this YouTuber, formerly a member of The House Nobody 

Asked For, who rose to popularity in high school with videos such as “Disturbing Students as Perry the 

Platypus” and “Harassing People With Fat Yoshi.”  

ANSWER: anthpo (or Anthony Potero) Submitted by: Haylee 

 

3. In a black and white music video by this artist, they pull their shirt over their face as the camera 

continuously rotates around them. Although it was released in 2020, one album by this singer 

contains a 1964 version of one of his songs. That album cover shows this singer running away from a 

city at night. In one of this singer’s songs, he claims that “I’ll kiss both your eyes and cheeks / I know 

we’re not the same” while referencing his girlfriend (*) Claudia Sulewski. This singer claims to not 

remember the “jasmine tuberose and lily” of an ex, and along with Ashe this man sang “Till Forever Falls 

Apart.” This man wrote the song “Ocean Eyes” before giving it to his sister, who released it under her 

own name. For 10 points, identify this brother of Billie Eilish who sang “Let’s Fall in Love for the Night.” 

ANSWER: Finneas Baird O’Connell Submitted by: Coby 

 

 

 

 



4. In real projective 3-space, this degree-2 algebraic surface intersects the plane at infinity in two lines 

and can be defined in homogeneous coordinates as the set of zeroes of a non-degenerate real 

quadratic form with signature (2,2) (read: two two). In Euclidean (“yoo-CLID-ee-an”) 3-space, this 

surface is one of three doubly ruled surfaces along with the plane and the one-sheet hyperboloid (“hy-

PURR-buh-loid”). Its doubly ruled and non-developable nature makes this surface easy to construct 

and highly resistant to buckling, making it a good candidate for (*) roof building, like the one atop Lee 

Valley VeloPark, which was used in the London 2012 Olympic Games. A 2019 survey conducted by a 

member of UWQB ranked this surface as the third most spicy after the 1-sheet and 2-sheet 

hyperboloids, with one reviewer commenting “nice shape, but where’s the horse?” in reference to its 

fun and quirky saddle point. For ten points, name this hottest quadric surface of all time, often 

informally referred to as a “Pringle”.  

ANSWER: hyperbolic paraboloid [do not accept or prompt on “paraboloid”] Submitted by: Felicia 

 

5. Note to players: it is very late and I am basing this off of this person’s Wikipedia photo the night 

before practice. Forgive me. A year after their suicide, this person’s works became the “overwhelming 

sensation of the American Pavilion” at the 1972 Venice Cultural Exhibition. Boy With a Straw Hat is an 

anti-war piece by this artist, which shows a young man donning a button that reads “Bomb Hanoi.” 

This woman's works often featured unique subjects, especially those with disabilities like Eddie 

Carmel, the “Jewish Giant,” leaning over his parents. This photographer's work Identical Twins, 

Roselle, N.J. served as inspiration for the twin motif seen(!) in The Shining. As a teenager, the subject 

of this photographer’s most famous shot expressed anger for her “making fun of a skinny kid with a 

sailor suit.” That photograph depicts Colin Wood clutching a replica Mk 2 Pineapple while delivering a 

thousand-yard stare. For ten points, name this New York City photographer of Child With Toy Hand 

Grenade in Central Park.  

ANSWER: Diane Arbus (Accept Diane Nemerov) Submitted by: Lucas 

 

6. This character states "You're a pathetic excuse for a Ninja" when defeating a student ninja in 

combat. This character decides to enter the World Warrior tournament after his father figure and best 

friend, Tom, gets seriously injured by the sponsor of it. This character despite being the main 

protagonist of the game he first appeared in is largely considered weak and “low tier”. This character, 

notably played by Twisted Rivera, is a hybrid grappler whose design is an homage to American pro 

wrestler Hulk Hogan. For 10 points name this bomber jacket-wearing pro wrestler who was the 

protagonist in Capcom’s Street Fighter 3 sub-series and known for his Power Bomb and Flash Chop 

moves.  

ANSWER: Alex Submitted by: Connor 

 

 

 



7. In a concept art book for a television series in which they do not feature, this character's name is 

mistakenly attributed to an image of a different character within their organization. During a mission 

to Ontotho, this character's identity was questioned by Commander Atty. While on that same mission, 

this character killed a non-Jedi woman who was wielding a lightsaber before finding a datapad 

belonging to Eno Cordova. This character flew a prototype version of the TIE/IN Interceptor during 

various missions, including one to the planet (*) Bracca, where she would execute a scrapper named 

Prauf after the latter spoke up against the Empire. During a duel on Bogano, this character would have 

her lightsaber stolen by an opponent, who would later be knighted using that saber. It’s obviously not 

Cal Kestis, but this person was mentored by Cere Junda before the events of Order 66. For 10 points, 

name this Inquisitor killed by Darth Vader in the video game Jedi: Fallen Order. 

ANSWER: Trilla Suduri [accept The Second Sister; accept Elizabeth Grullón] Submitted by: Hugo  

 

8. In 2019, this person had to halt his world tour following an arrest in Sweden, where he was accused 

of assaulting a man that had allegedly been stalking him and groping women. The arrest, which many 

people saw as being racially motivated, was met by outroar, with many calling for this person to be 

freed, including then-president Donald Trump, who supposedly called the Swedish Prime Minister and 

offered to “personally vouch for his bail.” This person played the role of John F. Kennedy in the music 

video for National Anthem (*) by Lana Del Ray, with whom he has multiple collaborations, including 

Summer Bummer, Ridin’, and Groupie Love. This person featured Drake, Kendrick Lamar, and 2 Chainz 

on his song F**kin’ Problems, which nominated for Best Rap Song at the 2014 Grammy Awards. For ten 

points, name this rapper and producer who, in 2021, announced that he was dating recent Super Bowl 

halftime show performer Rihanna. 

ANSWER: ASAP Rocky (accept full name Rakim Athelaston Mayers, prompt on A “Dollar Sign” Rocky by 

telling the buzzer that they’re being tacky). Submitted by: Sofia 

 

9. This character’s backstory states she somehow was invited to and completed Delta Force’s training 

course in the 1990’s. This character was one of two playable characters in the first game of her series 

and was considered to have had an easier difficulty. In the fifth mainline game of her series  (*), she is 

for some reason turned into a blonde. In the first game of her series, she was referred to by fellow 

S.T.A.R.S members as the “master of unlocking” and was “almost turned into a -her name- sandwich,” 

statements that would become an undying injoke in numerous other Capcom properties. For ten points, 

name this character of Resident Evil who was pursued by the Nemesis B.O.W. (letters pronounced 

individually) in Resident Evil 3. 

ANSWER: Jill Valentine (If you’re showing pictures, show RE3 remake Valentine) Submitted by: Jesse 

 

 

 

 



10. Description acceptable until the end. During this character’s formal introduction, it is revealed that 
she came all the way from Beijing, after which she offers the crowd a proletarian salute. In this 
character’s first appearance, they are the most centrally seated out of a group of officers watching a 
performance of the Revolutionary Rebel Song by a troupe of young girls. This character states that 
“sometimes, the teacher must learn” before discussing capitalist exploitation and the emptiness of 
Western music. This character questions whether another character should quote Comrade Li after 
informing him that Li had been purged and humiliated. While publicly interrogating Chou Yuan, this 
character hands the microphone to Xiang Pei, whose comments save Chou from harsher punishment 
while earning this character's praise. For 10 points, identify this Red Guard officer who orders the 
burning of a confiscated violin during the Shanghai, late 1960s chapter of The Red Violin.  
 
ANSWER: Chen Gang [accept Tao Hong; accept descriptions until “Red Guard” is read]  
Note: there are no images of the character on the internet, but around the 1:16:00 mark is where they 
appear the most https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUCjCn9HDyc&ab_channel=YouTubeMovies 
Submitted by: Hugo 
 
 
11. During a conversation with a rival about the downfall of their superior, this character suddenly 
decelerates the Recognizer she is piloting in order to throw that rival into the front windshield. In a 
brief fight against an aerodynamics specialist, this character is blown away by jet engines after 
standing around with her chute deployed. Another character confesses that he lied about being an 
architect to impress this character while she pins him to a wall. In one scene, this character’s love 
interest is caught replaying a series of events in which she tackled him to the ground before 
commenting that “they usually don’t last this long.” Prior to fulfilling their current role, this character 
was a medical specialist who saved Ada from a group of attackers, but is betrayed upon learning she 
and her friend (*) Quorra are ISOs [EYE-sohz]. This character raises concerns over their leadership’s 
“image” after her superior suggests “derezzing” two contestants who refused to fight. Hopper and 
Bartik, members of this person’s task force, directly recruit one of their target’s friends to create highly-
destructive weapons. This character ends up fighting in The Games after Pavel’s betrayal leads to her 
arrest and framing for conspiracy. On numerous occasions this character has held a blade to the 
Renegade’s neck to demand his cooperation while he controls a vehicle. For 10 points, name this 
second-in-command of General Tesler, the primary female antagonist and later love interest of Beck in 
TRON: Uprising. 
ANSWER: Commander Paige Submitted by: Hugo 
 

12. Description Acceptable: In Gottfried Helnwein’s parody, Boulevard of Broken Dreams, this 

character’s role is filled by Marilyn Monroe. The OMD song Night Cafe is allegedly directed to this 

character, as it heavily references the work in which she appears. A matchbook is replaced with a fork 

and yellow spots are added to the dress of this character in Red Grooms’ revisitation of the original 

scene depicting her. Her creator used his wife, (!) Josephine, as both inspiration and a model for this 

character. Josephine also used the idea that this character, her supposed lover, and another patron are 

out late to name the art piece in which they appear. For ten points, name this character who, along with 

three men, appears in a diner in an Edward Hopper painting. 

ANSWER: Girl from Nighthawks (Accept synonyms like woman for girl. Accept descriptions of the 

female in Hopper’s Nighthawks) Submitted by: Lucas 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUCjCn9HDyc&ab_channel=YouTubeMovies


13. This remarkably hot person tends to utilize the catchphrase “hurry up and wait!” if your walking 

pace exceeds theirs. They are also fond of saying “adapt and overcome,” but did not learn for years 

that it was associated with the United States Marines. Their most popular recent Instagram post 

discusses the importance of eating local and highlights various restaurants around their hometown. A 

few weeks ago, he was named a semi-finalist for the regional James Beard Award for their work at a 

restaurant which features Crystal Bertholic (bur-THAW-lik) as bartender. That restaurant is[] Ruins. He 

has also operated restaurants such as Eyvind, Hunt, and Stella’s cafe. For ten points, name this Spokane 

chef, father of the equally sexy Stella Kathrine Brown.  

ANSWER: Tony Brown [or Tony S. Brown (but make it clear that you’re confused by why they know 

that); or Anthony Brown; Accept Stella’s Dad (or synonyms) before “Stella’s cafe” is read. Prompt on 

either underlined part.] Submitted by: Haylee 

 

14. In a 2022 Twitch Livestream, HasanAbi reacted to a tweet about this individual, captioned “I feel 

like if you find this attractive, you’re pretty much gay but don’t want the stigma that goes with it.”, to 

which he proclaimed that he’s “gay as hell then”. In 2022, this individual uploaded a Q&A to their 

YouTube channel in which they explain the Cyrillic tattoos on their forearms, to which they clarified 

that they are not Russian nor do they speak the language, but chose to get them due to personal 

meaning. This influencer is known to deviate from her typical fitness-based content, and will often 

follow tutorials with shitposts (*), a notable example being captioned “Me explaining to the other 

people in the nuclear fallout shelter that I had to eat all the food because I’m bulking.” In line with this, 

this influencer is also known to incorporate meme-based sound effects into her videos, including but not 

limited to the vine boom sound, SpongeBob “buwomp”, and bruh sound effect. This influencer is known 

for cosplaying and posing as various anime characters, with members of her community often referring 

to her as “an IRL Jojo character”. For 10 points, name this viral fitness influencer who is one of the first 

results when the term “muscle mommy” is googled.  

ANSWER: Leanbeefpatty Submitted by: Richard 

 

15. In 2007, this man enrolled in a music program at USC, the place where he met fellow friend Ryan 

Coogler. One example of this man's experimentation with sound is his use of retrograde composition 

in a 2020 film, where melodic lines sound the same both (*) forwards and backwards. This man got the 

idea for a very popular television theme song by experimenting on woodwind recorders. Don't catch him 

slipping now, but this man, while not the lead artist on the track, took home Grammys for both Record 

and Song of the Year in 2019. For 10 points, what modern Swedish composer and producer is known for 

his frequent collaborations with Donald Glover and created the soundtrack for Tenet and The 

Mandalorian? 

ANSWER: Ludwig Goransson Submitted by: Anirudh 

 

 



16. The head ornament worn by this character resembles mango chutney, which is one of many facets 

of her south-asian inspired design. A scroll found in cryogenic hopetown reveals that this character is 

a member of the Onaga clan, though it is yet unconfirmed whether that is her last name. In an 

interview, she revealed that as a student she used to sing * Calamari Inkantation from the school 

rooftop. Upon her reveal, this character's gigantic forehead was the subject of numerous internet 

memes, being noticeably larger than even that of one of her predecessors in Off the Hook. This 

character is fought as the second boss of Return of the Mammalians in Splatoon 3. For ten points, name 

this eel-taming member of Deep Cut, an inkling who co-hosts anarchy splatcast alongside Shiver and Big 

Man.  

ANSWER: Frye (prompt on Utsuho but they probably wont say that) Submitted by: Ali 

 

17. The Bronx Zoo named a cockroach after this person’s business partner and longtime friend. During 
an elementary school field trip, this person was misgendered by a colonial woman. This person once 
disposed of a used sex doll in fellow performer Courtney Act’s Brisbane apartment. Before achieving 
fame, this person worked at a tea shop in their home town of Boston until they were fired after being 
accused of theft by their secret lesbian bosses. This person got most of their tattoos during a psychotic 
episode in 2018, which is briefly touched upon in the documentary Moving Parts. * One of this 
person’s business ventures is the podcast The Bald and the Beautiful, which they star in alongside an 
individual with the same first name. This individual also has experience writing and producing music, 
including the song “Ding Dong!” based on the Netflix series Glow Up. Despite appearing on two seasons 
of a popular reality TV show, this person’s most successful endeavor is the YouTube series “UNHhhh” 
(pronounced like a sexual moan) that they have produced since 2016 alongside fellow queen Trixie 
Mattel. For ten points, name this entertainer who became famous after appearing on the seventh 
season of RuPaul’s Drag Race. 
 

ANSWER: Katya Zamolodchikova (Zam-al-och-kiva) or Brian McCook Submitted by: Emma 

 

18. This actress read for the role Catwoman for the 2022  film The Batman.  In one film, this actress’s 

character is killed by having her emitter (*) stomped. In her first English language film, she won her first 

major award nomination for her work in the film Knives Out, and was nominated for the Oscar for Best 

Actress in a leading role in 2022. For 10 points, name this actress whose roles include Joi in Blade Runner 

2049, Paloma in No Time to Die, and Marta in Knives Out. 

ANSWER: Ana de Armas Submitted by: Jesse 

 

 

 

 

 



19. This character interrupts the arrest of a young girl by declaring that “she’s only a child,” but is 

denied when a senator declares that she is an insurgent and orders that she and two others be taken 

away. This character stands alongside an admiral interrogating prisoners who respond that they 

would “prefer to be [his] enemy.” Upon returning a general’s (*) daughter to his custody, he states that 

he’s in a “tough spot” but won’t report the incident. While trying to prevent the arrest of innocent 

civilians, he comes up with an alternate theory for the assassination of Senator Taa, upon which he is 

told to “leave the thinking to me” when he cannot say who fired the shot. This character’s 

disillusionment with the Empire and orders from Admiral Rampart become increasingly present during 

the two episodes he is in, but he fails to regain the trust of Eleni and Cham until he sacrifices himself to 

guide them to safety. For 10 points, name this clone captain who refused to pursue the "Bad Batch" and 

Cham Syndulla on Ryloth and attempted to convince his fellow troopers to stand down. 

ANSWER: Captain Howzer Submitted by: Hugo 

 

20. Description acceptable, maybe. A 2002 paper by J. Cheyne on the appearance of these beings 

concluded that they appear most often when a victim is in a certain position. It’s not alcoholism, but 

GHB is being used in an experimental treatment for one condition associated with these beings. A 

2023 political cartoon by Martin Rowson depicts Rishi Sunak being squashed by one of these beings 

that bears an uncanny resemblance to Boris Johnson. These beings are often witnessed when 

someone experiences (*) muscle atonia. A painting that depicts one of these beings also shows some 

vials on a nightstand, as well as a black horse with glassy eyes. For 10 points, identify these beings, one 

of which is depicted sitting on a woman’s chest in a Henry Fuseli painting titled The Nightmare. 

ANSWER: sleep paralysis demons [accept anything indicating some figure that appears during sleep 

paralysis; accept incubus; accept anything indicating some figure wanting to have sex with sleeping 

women; accept “the night hag”; prompt on partial; do not accept or prompt on “succubus”] Submitted 

by: Coby 

 

21. The creator of this character has expressed regret for not giving her an official name, as it created 

awkward dialogue with her brother-in-law Max. In this character’s first appearance, she repeatedly 

rejects her son’s requests to drive their car. In several imagination sequences, this character serves as 

the main antagonist for her son’s alter-egos Spaceman Spiff and Stupendous (!) Man. Several strips 

feature this character’s son dramatizing her cooking into sci-fi scenes, while in others that character 

repeatedly frowns upon her son’s sadistic snowman artworks. For ten points, name this character who 

frequently disapproves of her son’s antics in a Bill Watterson comic strip about a boy and his stuffed 

tiger.  

ANSWER: Calvin’s mother (Accept synonyms such as mom for mother. Accept descriptions such as “The 

mom from Calvin and Hobbes”. Prompt if an answer includes woman or lady instead of mom) Submitted 

by: Lucas 

 



22. This actor’s first film appearance was in the independent film Illtown, and one of their more 
recent appearances was as the protagonist of 2021’s The Card Counter. This Guatemalan-born actor’s 
breakthrough role was as the titular character in the Coen Brothers movie Inside Llewyn Davis, for 
which he won several best actor awards.  This man has played three different Marvel characters, 
including a voice role as (*) Spider-Man 2099 in the upcoming Spider-Man: Across the Spider-verse, and 
his first being En Sabah Nur in X-Men: Apocalypse, which came out the same year he first appeared as 
his most famous role. For ten points, name this actor who played Leto Atreides in 2021’s Dune, as well 
as Poe Daemeron in the Star Wars sequel trilogy. 
ANSWER: Óscar Isaac Hernández Estrada Submitted by: Truman 

 

23. In one video, this person stares into your soul while making a nasty green smoothie and buys a 

$1000 diamond encrusted chainsaw. This person wears comically large fake breasts with Slayyyter in 

the cover art for “Read My Mind”. This person made her Hulu debut performing in the 2021 GLAAD 

Media Awards, and she was the first-ever host of YouTube Rewind. This person wears giant blue nails 

in a music video where she does surgery on her clone, and she sported dark blue lipstick and leggings 

to promote the () remix of her most famous song. This person’s debut albumLet It Burn* comes on the 

heels of an EP that shows the aforementioned green smoothie dripping down her face. This person 

would prefer that you know her for an iconic Queen of Hearts look in the “Worth It For the Feeling” 

video, but she will always be better known for wearing a purple tank and a yellow backpack on her way 

to the most exciting day of school. For ten points, name this singer of “Saturday” and its much derided 

predecessor.  

ANSWER: Rebecca Black Submitted by: Kevin 

 

24. At the 2015 SAG awards, this lady was told that she looked like she had just come off an island due 

to her skin being so tan, to which she responded “I’m ethnic”, prompting backlash at her interviewer. 

This graduate of Harvard University interviewed Tupac in her third year to write a paper on him. One 

character played by this actress notoriously * dated nearly every man in the town that she lived in 

before finally marrying Chris Traeger. For 10 points, name this actress and writer who portrayed Karen 

Filipeli on the office, the biracial daughter of actress Peggy Lipton and musician Quincy Jones.  

ANSWER: Rashida Jones Submitted by: Ali 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



25. It's not vendor, but a character with this designation may have slewn the Toad King according to a 

book from the Grand Library of Bismark. “Fingers in his Ass on Sunday'' features two characters with 

this designation and is often circulated on a specific website on Sunday. Characters with this 

designation need not be human, but are often anthropomorphized (*) to be tall, skinny, and white. 

Twitter attempted to hold a poll to determine the character with the most attributes fitting this 

designation, but another social media site quickly remade the poll, causing a different character with 

this designation to win. The movie The Lorax features a character who is known as the most iconic of the 

characters with this designation. For 10 points, what is the title given to attractive male characters 

beloved by users of a certain social media site? 

ANSWER: Tumblr Sexyman (prompt on Sexyman by asking “Where do they come from?”; do not accept 

or prompt on sexy person)  

References in order: Zacharie (Off), Komaeda (Danganrompa) and Sans (Undertale), Reingen Arataka 

(Mob Psycho), Cecil Palmer (Welcome to Night Vale), Oncelor (The Lorax) Submitted by: Ella 

 

26. After ambushing the protagonist in an alleyway, this character asks for his “disc or his life” before 

laughing after being thrown to the ground. When one character remarks that this character wasn’t 

programmed to fight, he responds with a quip about his specialty in aerodynamics before activating a 

set of turbines. This character wears an ISO [EYE-so] armband which was returned to him shortly 

before taking off in a (*) speedboat. While pinned down by this character, the Renegade attempts to 

turn him back by showing his face, after which he flashes white and orange. Beck was forced to fight this 

character during the Games, and, despite winning, he volunteered to be derezzed as part of the loss 

conditions. This character was the primary commander of the Super Recognizer and ends up destroying 

it when he falls to his death in one of its legs while clutching a light grenade. For 10 points, what former 

friend of Beck gets captured and repurposed, luring him into a trap in the final episode of TRON: 

Uprising? 

ANSWER: Cutler Submitted by: Hugo 

 

27. Description Acceptable. Based on the size of the resultant community, the baseline estimate for 

how many people can be biologically categorized as this type of person is only 95. One example of this 

type of person was told “matching earrings are a social construct” after seeing an earring collection 

that did not include any pairs. Examples of these people include Soa Taylor and Nikki (*) Graham. It 

may be argued that one example of this person directed a woman into the kitchen while eating a 

specific piece of confectionary. After one of these people was identified as a Minnesotan, another 

asserted that it was weird for anyone to voluntarily go to Minnesota in the first place. The writer of this 

question is intimately familiar with all of these people, as they regularly meet up to the ire of affected 

spouses or partners. For 10 points, name these people, who were responsible in some capacity for 

raising, birthing, or donating eggs to members of UW QB.  

ANSWER: The Mom(s) of UW QB members (Accept “my mom” provided a member of UW QB is 

answering; Accept “your mom” provided they are addressing a member of UW QB; Accept a specific 

mom provided they are a mom of a UW QB member that has not been already mentioned in the 



question; Accept any answers that indicate it is the mother(s) of a UW QB member, including alternate 

words for mom; prompt on mom(s) by asking “Whose?”) Submitted by: Isaac  

 

28. This character comes from a high upbringing and ends up in a small town in the middle of 

nowhere, almost stranded in the desert alone until she was found unconscious by a local. This 

character also has a pinstripe tattoo on their back. A realistic version of this character exists in a 

museum in Stuttgart. This character parallels Owen Wilson’s character throughout the trilogy of movies 

they are in together. The actual license plate of this character was issued in a California DMV unlike 

other cars involved. Who is the lovely blue 911 Porsche played opposite to Lightning McQueen by 

Bonnie Hunt?  

ANSWER: Sally Carrera Submitted by: Gavin 

 

29. The phrase “a primitive form of sexual interaction” can be used to describe the average 

Quizbowler on Tinder, as well as the cellular aggregation and subsequent chromosomal 

recombination observed in one genus of these organisms in response to DNA damage. Most of these 

organisms maintain a very low plasma membrane permeability, often by using ether-linked tetraether 

lipids that are more structurally rigid than ester-linked lipids. Many of these organisms use reverse 

gyrase (“jye-race”) to create large amounts of positively supercoiled DNA, which confers higher 

stability alongside their high GC-content, probably. Spores from one of these organisms are a 

biological indicator used in (*) autoclave validation, as the spores are only inactivated under the length 

and conditions of a successful autoclave cycle. A polymerase frequently used in PCR originates from one 

of these organisms first isolated from a spring in Yellowstone National Park, where the bright colours of 

many such springs are caused by these organisms. For ten points, name these definitely hot and possibly 

sexy extremophiles that live in high-temperature environments. 

ANSWER: thermophiles [or thermophilic organisms, accept hyperthermophiles, prompt on 

“extremophile” before read, reluctantly prompt on “archaea” but if they get it let them know not all 

thermophiles are archaeans] Submitted by: Felicia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



30. The earliest known depiction of this person is in a fresco from the Dura-Europos Church, which 

shows them carrying a bowl of myrrh. This person has thick, curly body hair in a Reimenschneider 

sculpture and eroitc implied lines between this person and Jesus feature in many Peter Paul Reubens 

works. In Raphael’s The Deposition, this reddish-haired(!) woman clutches Jesus’ hand as he is carried 

to the tomb, while Paolo Veronese depicted Jesus exorcising her sins in The Conversion of this woman. 

This woman was a common subject of Georges de La Tour, who frequently depicted her in 

contemplation as a symbol of her changed life in works such as this woman and the Smoking Flame. For 

ten points, name this biblical woman, a follower of Jesus who is commonly used as a symbol of mortality 

and is often depicted anointing his feet or weeping at his crucifixion. 

ANSWER: Mary Magdalene (Accept Mary of Magdala or Madeleine. Prompt on Mary. Do not accept or 

prompt on Mary of Bethany, Mary Madonna, Mary Mother of James the Younger, Mary Mother of John 

Mark, Mary of Rome or Mary Mother of Jesus. Why couldn't the bible use more unique names smh) 

Submitted by: Lucas 

 

31. This actress got her start in the entertainment industry by hosting an entertainment news 

program on Disney Channel. She made a small cameo as a concessions worker (*) in the 2022 film 

Bullet Train. In her first video game appearance, she did voice acting and motion capture as the 

character Dani Nakamura for the disappointingly mediocre horror game The Callisto Protocol. This 

actress’s film debut was in the worse than mediocre film Suicide Squad as Katana. For 10 points name 

this actress who is best known for her role as Kimiko in the Amazon Prime series The Boys. 

ANSWER: Karen Fukuhara  Submitted by: Jesse 

 

32. Yuna Lee and Kyung-soo Han were once contemporaries of this character and later became her 

coworkers. This character starred in the movie Hero of My Storm alongside Robert Greenways and 

Thespion 4.0, the latter of which also starred in Some Like It Bot. This character is sponsored by God 

Games, Z Fighting, apmTV.kr, and (*) Blizzard. At age 19, this character joined the military where she 

would be placed under the command of Captain Myung. This character’s father was a former 

professional StarCraft player, while she herself became the world number 1 in Mecha Guardian V as a 

high schooler. This character broke her left leg after successfully defending against an Omnic attack 

against Busan on her own. For 10 points, name this pilot in the Mobile Exo-Force of the Korean Army 

and member of Overwatch. 

ANSWER: D.va [accept Hana Song or Song Hana] Submitted by: Hugo 

 

 

 

 

 



33. This actor starred as the main role in the last Hollywood movie to be released on VHS. In that 

movie, this actor played Tom Stall who heroically has sex with his wife on a staircase but like also kills 

two spree killers who enter the diner he owns making national news. That movie is* A History of 

Violence which this actor proclaimed as “perfect film noir” and decided to work with the director, David 

Cronenberg, multiple times in movies like Eastern Promises as Nikolai Luzhin, A Dangerous Method as 

Sigmund Freud, and Crimes of the Future as Saul Tenser. For 10 Points, name this American actor best 

known for his roles as Tony Lip in the Green Book and his hottest appearance as Aragorn in Lord of the 

Rings. 

ANSWER: Viggo Mortensen Submitted by: Connor 

 

34. This character’s official playlist begins with the song “I Disagree” by Poppy. Based on a quote from 

the game in which they appear, this person’s birthday is likely March 20th. An unlockable item specific 

to this character is called One Dark Night. This character is referred to as a “monster,” and asks if they 

should “prove them right” in a common voice line. This character’s official backstory video opens with 

a mouse set against a [*] green background, and later shows her making coffee using a complicated 

looking set of chemistry equipment. This character was a recent cosplay of another notable hot person, 

Twitch streamer Kyedae. For ten points, name this tallest female agent in Riot’s Valorant, notable for 

her poison-related abilities. 

ANSWER: Viper (accept Sabine Callas) Submitted by: Stella 

 

35. This character is seen intimidating a bear hunter whose use of a toxic arrow led to the deaths of 
several people in the beginning of one film. In another movie, this character is seen working as a limo 
driver in El Paso before they are forced on the run. This person has endured numerous attacks 
including being shot in the head by the Boston PD and being impaled by rebar from the (*) RFK 
stadium. In a cameo, this character tells a film’s main protagonists to go fuck themselves when they 
attempt to recruit him. In his first appearance, this character is put into a coma following a battle on top 
of the Statue of Liberty after transferring his power to a weakened Rogue. For ten points, what Canadian 
mutant is known for his retractable metal claws? 
ANSWER: Wolverine [Prompt on Logan, accept James Howlett] Submitted by: Truman 

 

36. This person mentions talking to a tennis ball on a green pole during Kit Harringon’s opening 

monologue on Season 44 Episode 17 of Saturday Night Live. One character portrayed by this actress is 

highly skilled in Teräs Käsi, which she used to defeat Quay Tolsite. A character portrayed by this 

actress was a member of the White Worms criminal organization, eventually rising to the rank of 

Head Girl as appointed by Lady (*) Proxima.  [upper medium GOT clue]. In one film featuring this 

actress, Alden Ehrenreich played her love interest, although his portrayal of that character was unique, 

as it normally belongs to Harrison Ford. [lower medium GOT clue]. For 10 points, name this actress who 

plays Qi’ra in Solo: A Star Wars Story and  Daenerys Targaryen in Game of Thrones. 

ANSWER: Emilia Clarke Submitted by: Hugo 



37. This character’s first appearance occurs as a cameo in the first season of the show in which they 

appear, but they are not formally introduced until the season four episode “The Valley of the Lost” in 

which they offer their services to one of the primary antagonists. This character wears high-heeled 

boots throughout the series despite being involved in an active war at all times. This actor’s greatest 

shame is that they are unable to cry on command without thinking of children falling, which results in 

tears of laughter, a fact they only disclose after being put under a truth spell. This character’s gender 

is inconsistent across several translations, largely due to some languages not having gender neutral  * 

pronouns. They are described as female in Mandarin, French, and Portuguese; but are given male 

pronouns in Polish. This character successfully infiltrates the forces of Horde Prime, but leaves after 

becoming bored. After instigating a fight to the death between the show’s main antagonists in the 

season four finale, this character tells one of them that she is responsible for all of her friends leaving 

her, stating “You drive them away, wildcat” before abandoning her to be abducted by aliens along with 

the corrupt Queen Glimmer. For ten points, name this shapeshifting agent of chaos who uses their 

acting abilities to manipulate the relationship between Adora and Catra for monetary gain in the show 

She-Ra and the Princesses of Power. 

ANSWER: Double Trouble Submitted by: Emma 
 
 
38. In a critical scene in a movie, this character, after seeing their husband hug another woman, slaps 
that other woman, not knowing that it was that other woman that freed him. Years before that, this 
character and that man together stop a robber before being late to (*) their own marriage. This 
character is skilled on a motorcycle, as she can ride on small ledges and, with her powers, can launch the 
motorcycle inhuman distances. While otherwise strong and fearless, this character is severely weakened 
after being thrown in a freezer by the Screenslaver. For te-eeee-n [say "ten" super stretched out :)] 
points, who is the mother of Violet, Dash, and Jack-Jack and is the member of "The Incredibles" with the 
ability to stretch her limbs? 
 
ANSWER: Helen Parr [accept Elastigirl] Submitted by: Anirudh 
 
 
39. One of this person's characters notes that the rattlesnake venom in her nail polish is harmless… 
when it's dry. This actress claimed that her most famous character was killed off in part because an 
upcoming videogame-inspired movie “really depressed [her]”. In Finding Dory, Dory sort of breaks the 
fourth wall by asking the disembodied voice of this actress for help. In another appearance, this 
actress decapitates a guy who sweats a weird milk-like substance after she discovers that his superiors 
consider her () “expendable”. One of this actress’s characters is discovered floating above her bed after 
she is possessed by the god Zuul. Conner is going to be annoyed at me for bringing up this person’s 
appearance as her own CGI daughter inAvatar: Way of Water. In her most famous role, this person 
survives by ejecting a Xenomorph out of a sweaty spaceship cabin. For ten points, name this actress who 
appears as the Warden inHoles, Dana inGhostbusters, and Ripley in the Alien* franchise. 
ANSWER: Sigourney Weaver Submitted by: Kevin 
 
 
 
 
 



 
40. It’s not Josh Homme (“hommy”), but this individual did contribute musical work for the 
soundtrack of the 2005 Horror Film, Saw II. In October of 2017, this individual appeared in a YouTube 
video uploaded by Kurgle Kreutzer (“kroot-zer”) in which they discussed their heart arrhythmia and 
subsequent treatments. As of this tossup’s writing, this musician has released 435 studio albums, the 
vast majority of which can be classified under the “shred” genre. This guitarist’s most popular 1998 
release was recorded for their mother, who at the time was struggling with colon cancer. Part of this 
guitarist’s iconic look originated from their first viewing of Halloween 4 (*), to which they proceeded 
to purchase a Michael Myers-like mask immediately afterwards, incorporating it into their signature 
ensemble. From 2000-2004, this musician was the lead guitarist for American rock band, Guns N’ Roses, 
succeeding Robin Finck (“fink”). For 10 points, name this shred guitarist who’s name is eponymous for 
the empty bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken he wears upon his head while performing.  
ANSWER: Buckethead Submitted by: Richard 
 
 
41. This person’s first RCA Red Seal recording was published in 2015 when they were only 18. This 
musician has previously collaborated with the likes of Sayaka Selina, Julien Quentin, Thomas 
Demenga, and Ray Chen. This alumnus of the Hochschule für Musik “Hanns Eisler” and The Juilliard 
School currently plays an instrument which they have named “Mr. Strad.” This violinist has won a 
large number of awards in competitions, including Gold at the 2018 Berlin International Music 
Competition. Also in 2018, YouTube duo (*) Twoset Violin reacted to a video of this person performing 
Paganini’s 5th Caprice. For 10 points, name this decorated young Swiss-Japanese violinist who currently 
lives in New York. 
ANSWER: Sumina Studer Submitted by: Hugo 
 
 
42. This person has been nominated for several Hugo Awards, including one for best novella for a 
book that they co-wrote which was based on a song by their hip-hop group. This person’s other music 
ventures include being a member of the group True Neutral Crew, and writing and performing a song 
for Zootopia. This man won an innovator award at the Atlanta Film Festival for a film he co-wrote and 
produced, Blindspotting. He has experience as a voice actor as well, one of those roles being  (*) 
Sebastian in the live-action Little Mermaid adaptation. This man also starred opposite Jennifer Connelly 
in a show based on a Bong Joon Ho movie of the same name. For ten points, What actor played Andre 
Layton on Snowpiercer, and is best known for his dual roles of Lafayette and Thomas Jefferson in 
Hamilton? 
ANSWER: Daveed Daniele Diggs Submitted by: Truman 
 
43. When romancing this character, the player has the option to punch this character’s ex in the face. 
If the player chooses not to, this character will punch the ex instead. Interestingly, this character is the 
only one in town who hates pizza. This character goes to the doctor on Spring 16. It’s not Penny, but 
this character loves (*) Poppyseed Muffins. This character loves both salad and panzanella salad. During 
one of her six-heart events, this character asks the player to lift her on the player’s shoulders so she can 
reach some fruit in Cindersap Forest. During her fourteen-heart event, this character and the player 
paint a portrait of Marnie. For 10 points, name this red haired and purple eyed bachelorette who lives 
by herself and is friends with Elliot. 
ANSWER: Leah Submitted by: Ella 
 
 



44. After this character and her mother get stranded on a road when traveling from Canada to the US, 
a suspicious man offers "help", leading to the mother convincing this character that the man was a 
gift from God. This character lead the Los Angeles-based evangelical church the Radiant Assembly of 
God. Modeled after the "faith healing" practices of the real-life Aimee Semple McPherson, this 
character, after having a seizure, is convinced she can cure a wheelchair-bound man of his disability 
and ressurect a young murdered boy named Charlie Dodson. For a double anti-neg, what is the name 
of the white-haired preacher played by (*) Tatiana Maslany in the 2020 HBO Show "Perry Mason"? 
ANSWER: Sister Alice [accept Alice McKeegan] (Tatiana Maslany's character from 2020's "Perry Mason") 
Submitted by: Anirudh 
 
45. While preparing to meet this character, one character is told that her outfit is “stifling” and that 
she should “pack something light” due to the warm weather where she is from. It’s not Hazal 
Eyletmez, but the Turkish word “Kararsız” [ka-RAH-siz] accompanies a brief scene of this character 
running on a beach. Despite being the shortest member of her organization, she is an avid basketball 
fan, having a backboard and net in her room alongside a framed jersey with the number 5. The phrase 
“Malaking pagkakamali” appears in a slow-motion shot of this character (*) electrocuting an 
opponent. This character was initially recruited to help power a device critical to the Omega Project. In 
one scene, this character listens to "Entertain Me" by Ylona Garcia before decorating her room. This 
character asks if they are “still the good guys” after walking into a comic book store. This former K/SEC 
employee notably has bad blood with Chamber, who has said that he cannot contact her due to a “past 
misunderstanding.” During one mission, this character’s surge protector is damaged, while she later 
pulls Reyna away right before she is about to kill an enemy Viper. This 19th VALORANT Agent was a 
Radiant created by a lightning strike 10 years Before First Light and raised by scientists in Manila. For 10 
points, what VALORANT Agent was first revealed in the “Spark” trailer and is defined by her special 
electric abilities? 
ANSWER: Neon [accept Tala Nicole Dimaapi Valdez; accept Number 19 before it is mentioned] 
Submitted by: Hugo 
 
 
46. A spherical one of these things can often be used as a replacement for parabolic one of these 
things if the radius is sufficiently small. In a 2020 Movie, Demi Lovato sings a song titled “In this thing” 
asking why it feels like she is “the loneliest girl in the world” unless she is partaking in an action 
concerning this thing. Though one of his less-notable works, the Italian Renaissance painter Veronese 
painted “Venus with one of these things.” It is likely that modern versions of these things react 
normally to vampires, [*] unlike those in many versions of vampire mythology. You can purchase these 
things with names like Rotsund, Toftbyn, or my personal favorite, Lärbro at a well-known retailer. 
Archimedes is credited for using one of these things against the Romans, but in reality this probably 
would not be effective. These things were the topic of a 2012 VSauce video in which it was concluded 
that while they do not appear this way, they are a little bit green. For 10 points, name these things 
containing hot people in which you check your reflection. 
 
ANSWER: The Mirror Submitted by: Stella 
 
 
 
 
 
 



47. After their sister fled from a glen, one character with this name “clipp’d a precious golden lock”; 
that character later “suck’d and suck’d and suck’d the more” of items from the title place. That 
character with this name is saved from death after kissing their sister “with a hungry mouth” and 
tasting “wormwood to her tongue”. One author described the “golden hair flying free” of another 
woman with this name, and that author also called her “divine among the dreary folk”. That woman 
with this name, who a certain author met at (*) Sainte-Claire d'Avignon, is referred to as “you who hear 
the sound, in scattered rhymes.” For 10 points, Lizzie saves the life of what person in Goblin Market, 
who shares her name with the dedicatee of the collection Il Canzoniere by Petrarch? 
ANSWER: Laura 
(Author note: This actually started as a legitimate literature tossup, but I didn’t like how it turned out so 
I did this instead.) Submitted by: Coby 
 
48. The actor who stars in the 1981 remake of Body and Soul shares a first and last name with this 
individual. The closest equivalent of this individual’s iconic bomber jacket is Schott (“shot”) NYC’s 
Classic B-3 Sheepskin Leather Bomber Jacket. In 1998, this individual graduated from police academy 
within Arklay (“arc-lay”) County. This individual appears as a playable character in the 1999 
PlayStation 1 Game, Trickin Snowboarder. This individual was successfully able to neutralize their 
biologically engineered adversary using an M202 Flash. (*) From 1998-2011, this individual held the 
role of US-STRATCOM agent, specialized in handling instances of biological terrorism. For 10 points, 
name this CAPCOM posterboy who appeared in Resident Evils 2, 4, and 6. 
ANSWER: Leon S. Kennedy Submitted by: Richard  
 
 
49. According to one of this person’s self-written bios, they started college as a business major but 
switched to geology after discovering “that you can get PAID to play in the dirt and go hiking.” This 
founder of the now-defunct Femmes of STEM podcast also co-founded Cosplay for Science with three 
friends from CSU Fullerton. This person graduated with a masters in Vertebrate Paleontology from the 
University of Florida and now works with North Seattle College, although their most well-known job is 
a “hybrid” job with (*) PBS Digital Studios. This person started that job in 2020, participating in TikToks 
and Patreon livestreams, although they were only added to the YouTube presentation team the year 
after. Most of this person’s social media handles are “latinxnaturalist,” although all but their Instagram 
are defunct.  For 10 points, identify this queer earth scientist and newest co-host of PBS Eons.  
ANSWER: Michelle Barboza-Ramirez 
Note: while there are photos of them on Google, most of them are not particularly recent. Their 
Instagram is a bit more representative of why I think they’re hot. 
https://www.instagram.com/latinxnaturalist/ Submitted by: Hugo 
 
 
50. Specific depiction required (e.g. “Spider Man, played by Andrew Garfield” or “Zuko, in the original 
animated series”), because they aren’t as hot in other depictions. After unsuccessfully staging a 
jailbreak, this character is seen observing another individual with stolen armor who also makes an 
attempt at freeing the same unlikely ally. This character describes another as “a little skinny” before 
slapping her on the ass. After finding two unconscious individuals, this character asks another if they 
should “rub ‘em out,” but is denied. This character collaborated with the 332nd Division to properly 
lead an attack on (*) Sundari.  The phrase “Unfortunately, history will not see it that way” was originally 
said as a response to an accusation made by this character. This character marches alongside Ursa Wren 
while escorting a prisoner to Republic custody. This character would head an intelligence-gathering 
mission on Oba Diah as the leader of the Nite Owls, after which she would seek assistance from the 

https://www.instagram.com/latinxnaturalist/


Republic. In one scene featuring this character, her body is used to obscure a beheading from the 
camera, shortly after which she declares that no outsider will ever rule her homeland. This character 
was Pre Vizsla's second in command of the terrorist group Death Watch, although she left it after Maul 
defeated the former in combat. For 10 points, identify this red-headed Mandalorian of many allegiances 
and sister of Duchess Satine who features in the fourth, fifth, and seventh seasons of a television show 
set between Attack of the Clones and Revenge of the Sith. 
 
ANSWER: Bo-Katan Kryze in Star Wars: The Clone Wars [prompt if the show is not specified] Submitted 
by: Hugo  
 
 
51. This character’s Japanese name is derived from the name of a flower that symbolizes “love 
growing stronger”. The Encounter theme of this character is often labeled as an etude, due to the 
difficult F sharp dominant 7th and B minor arpeggios on the left hand. Several internet memes feature 
that theme alongside distressing edits after the player enters this character’s house in Undella  (!) 
Town. This character guides the player through the Distortion World in order to confront Giratina after it 
takes Cyrus. In the remakes of the games in which she originally appeared, this character’s Pokémon all 
have perfect EVs and her Garchomp is the highest-leveled Pokémon owned by an NPC in any game. For 
ten points, name this archaeologist and notoriously difficult trainer, the Champion of Sinnoh in 
Pokémon Diamond and Pearl.  
ANSWER: Cynthia (Accept Shirona I guess if they wanna use the Japanese name) Submitted by: Lucas  
 
 
52. While playing ranked, the poor ability usage of a teammate caused a member of this team to 
exclaim “Who are we tripping for? Hasbulla?” It’s not TSM, but one player on this team is notoriously 
bad at using a certain rocket launcher ability. One player who is now on this team caused a safety 
warning to be added to one map as an easter egg. That player was responsible for getting an easy ace 
on that map after all five players of the enemy team went on the (*) zipline during an international 
LAN. During a conversation that the question author had with Stella, she claimed that this team was her 
favorite. This team which includes a so-called “W streamer” recently acquired three players from OpTic, 
as well as ardiis from FPX. For 10 points, name this VALORANT team whose members include s0m. 
ANSWER: NRG VALORANT [accept just NRG after “VALORANT”; prompt before by asking “for what 
game?”]  
(Author note: The hot person is intended to be s0m, but I thought that would be too difficult of an 
answerline so I expanded the scope of the question.) Submitted by: Coby 
 
 
 
53. This man's father was killed by Steven Spielberg leading to a blood feud between them, which 
ended in 2019 when Spielberg accidentally killed his son spoon man. This man goes hunting with his 
friend in his Good but not Great car, avenging an Old man with one bad eye. After finally defeating his 
Uncle this man realizes he is actually from earth, claims place as a baseball man and starts his*  
Renaissance Era. One of this man's alter egos suggests defeating enemies by harnessing the power of 
ants, or a large dirigible, this alter ego is named MC can't Read. This man's hit song suggests asks 
listeners to "fuckin' break my leg with your mother fucking car. " In his 2021 US tour, he was opened for 
by Jazz Emu, and dramatically Kills The Moon. Name this musical comedy youtuber who wrote Hit Me 
With Your Car, and How To Solve Cancel Culture.  
ANSWER: Value Select (accept Max Renner) Submitted by: Euan  



54. This person has an Erdos(Air-dish)-Bacon number of 7 and is a graduate of Harvard University. 
Britney Spears served with this person as an understudy to Laura Bell Bundy’s lead role in the musical 
‘Ruthless.’ This person holds dual citizenship to Israel and the United States, and their grandmother 
was a spy for the British in World War II. While portraying a freedom fighter, this actress shaved her 
head with the camera rolling. Alongside Johnny Depp, she appeared in the music video for Paul 
McCartney’s ‘My Valentine’. For ten points, name this actress most notable for her roles as Padme 
Amidala in Star Wars and Jane Foster in the MCU? 
ANSWER: Natalie Portman Submitted by: Gavin 
 
 
55. In certain universes, a character with this name breaks into Hitler's bunker just before Hitler 
attempts suicide, leading this character to unsuccessfully negotiate Hitler's surrender and ultimately 
end up killing the Nazi leader. Due to resentment and panic from the public, a character with this 
name gets sealed in concrete, though later escapes from a crack in the concrete that lets in (*) oxygen. 
In one of this character's first appearances, they are seen fighting Namor the Sub-Mariner, an example 
of conflicting opposites. During the period of the Superhuman Registration Act, this character and his 
sister Susan Storm rally against the government and instead support underground rebels. For 10 points, 
what superhero is a member of the Fantastic Four and is know for his catchphrase "Flame On!"? 
ANSWER: Human Torch [prompt on "Johnny Storm" (though it would be really cool if they said Human 
Torch the first time around!)] Submitted by: Anirudh 
 
 
56. Description acceptable. A tweet about a person with this characteristic complains about their lack 
of cleavage, to which one user responded “my brother in Christ there are so many things you can find 
on the internet to jack off to.” A commercial featuring people with this characteristic advertises a 
certain company’s Emergency collection. A picture of a place inhabited by people with this 
characteristic is typically captioned with the observation that there is (*) rapid and severe economic 
inflation in that place. One short copypasta claims that a man with this characteristic has fallen into the 
river in a namesake city. A movie about people with this characteristic features a song by Tegan and Sara 
and features the construction worker Emmet Brickowski. For 10 points, what characteristic is shared by 
people in a namesake movie which features the song “Everything Is Awesome”? 
ANSWER: being made of Legos [accept pretty much any answer involving Lego in some way] Submitted 
by: Coby 
 
 
 
  



BONUSES:: 
 
(regardless of who answers the tossup linked to this bonus (assuming that’s how this will work), let 
Haylee also answer these for points because I think it would be funny): A shot that paralleled this man’s 
erect penis with the title structure was cut from The Lighthouse. For ten points each, 
Name this English actor, who starred alongside Wilem Defoe in The Lighthouse. Also playing roles in the 
Harry Potter series and starring in The Batman, he is arguably best known for portraying Edward Cullen 
in the Twilight saga. 
ANSWER: Robert Pattinson 
This doctor is the leader of the Cullen clan. Responsible for turning the other members of the family into 
vampires, he will deduce that any mysterious deaths were probably animal attacks, according to a 
certain song. 
ANSWER: Carlisle Cullen, MD 
This Quileute werewolf acts as Bella’s secondary love interest in the Twilight saga. His tribe has a rivalry 
with the Cullens, and he is played by Taylor Lautner. 
ANSWER: Jacob Black Submitted by: Truman 
 
For ten points each, name each of these hot people related to the Twilight Saga.  
[M] This underrated hot person wrote and recorded the song “New For You” for Breaking Dawn Part II. 
More notably, they starred as Taylor Swift’s ex in the “I Knew You Were Trouble” music video and 
played the role of Orpheus in Hadestown on Broadway.  
ANSWER: Reeve Carney 
[E] This Twilight Saga actor appeared in the music video for Tessa Violet and lovelytheband’s song 
“Games” to reference their role as Carlisle Cullen.  
ANSWER: Peter Facinelli 
[H] This singer and Twilight fan appeared to bite director Catherine Hardwicke’s neck in a photo taken 
during the 2009 Hollywood Life Awards. During an MTV article, he joked that the New Moon soundtrack 
should feature his song “Suburban Decay” which was cut from the album For Your Entertainment.  
ANSWER: Adam Lambert (Accept either underlined part) Submitted by: Haylee 
 
 
A number of these people were killed in a friendly fire incident instigated by Pong Krell. For ten points 
each, 
Name these people, whose creation was ordered by Sifo-Dyas before his murder was arranged by Darth 
Sidious. Their aging is accelerated and their genetics altered to make them less independent than the 
bounty hunter they were based off of. 
ANSWER: Clone Troopers 
Name this principal clone protagonist of Star Wars: the Clone Wars. He commanded Anakin Skywalker’s 
501st legion as well as Ahsoka Tano’s 332nd company. 
ANSWER: Captain Rex (or CT-7567) 
This ARC trooper was one of the first clones to learn of the inhibitor chips placed inside of them. He was 
killed by Commander Fox after attempting to warn his brothers about the chips. 
ANSWER: Fives (Or CT-5555, neg them if they say the wrong number of fives) Submitted by: Truman 
 
 
One historical figure played by this person refuses to perform Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 23 until she 
is offered 20,000 rubles by the director of Radio Moscow. For 10 points each: 



The Soviet pianist Maria Yudina is played by this French-Ukrainian actress in a historical comedy. She 
also played Antonia Dreykov, also known as Taskmaster, in the 2021 film Black Widow. 
ANSWER: Olga Kurylenko 
Kurylenko starred in this 2017 black comedy set in 1953 in the USSR. Although a significant deviation 
from the reality of historical events, it portrays the political infight between Malenkov, Khrushchev, 
Beria, and other committee members to gain control over the USSR. 
ANSWER: The Death of Stalin 
Actor and character required. In The Death of Stalin, this character “nut taps” General Dair Asanov 
during his character introduction. This character jokingly pretends to report a conversation with 
Khrushchev for threatening to do harm to Beria, and also features a scar near his right eye that has no 
historical basis. 
ANSWER: Jason Isaacs as Field Marshal Georgy Zhukov [prompt on partial answers by reminding them 
that both actor and character are required] Submitted by: Hugo 


